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Abstract— Next generation mobile terminals will have to support multiuser detection and more than one antenna (Multiple
Output Multiple Input - MIMO) to implement the latest high
data rate modes of UTRA/3GPP such as HSDPA.
Hence, very efficient and flexible detection algorithms are
needed. In [1] we have already shown an approach of such an
equalizer for multi user detection. In this paper we will present
a multi user MIMO linear least squares based equalizer for
Space-Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) encoded data, which can
make use of the same CORDIC based platform as the multi user
equalizer.
The paper shows that our approach has got a significant performance increase while maintaining computational complexity
in comparison to a standard Rake based equalizer.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a CDMA downlink where all u data streams share
the same channel. Thus, the received signal also contains the
signal of all the other users. The system model used is shown
in Figure 1.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The latest Third Generation (3G) terminals using Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) are implementing
multiuser detection schemes to support the growing demand
of high data rate services like video on demand, web browsing
or file transfers.
In UTRA/3GPP for example, this mode is called High
Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) [2]. One logical data
channel is spread over several physical channel, separated by
individual spreading codes. Additionally higher order modulation (16-QAM) is used for the single channel.
To further improve data rates or error resistance MIMO
(Multiple Output Multiple Input) modes have been incorporated in the standard [3]. Using multiple antennas, a further
gain in bandwith becomes possible.
On the other hand, the hardware becomes much more complex. Two antennas need two HF-frontends, and two baseband
processing units in the worst case. This paper presents the
extension of the CORDIC based linear least squares multiuser equalizer/detector presented in [1] to support the STTD
(Space-Time Transmit Diversity) based MIMO mode of [3]
using two antennas. This extension is still based on CORDIC
computations only. Therefore, the complete computation can
still take place on the architecture already defined in [4].
The paper is organized as follows. At first the system model
used for the algorithm is described in Section II. Then we will
present the algorithm, the solution approach and the proposed
implementation in Sections III-IV. In Section V, we will show
some simulation results followed by the conclusions in Section
VI.
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Block diagram of the system model.

The incoming m complex data symbols of user i, collected
in the vector di , are firstly encoded using the STTD scheme
(a ∗ denotes the complex conjugate - QPSK modulation):
di

d2 , d1
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d2 , d1
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Next, all symbols are upsampled by the spreading factor q,
so that one symbol now consists of q chips. All upsampled
symbols are now convolved with OVSF codes [5] contained
in the vectors si of length q. Each STTD encoded data stream
di is convolved with the corresponding vector si .
Finally, the summed top and bottom data streams are
scrambled with the complex data sequence in vector c which
is repeated for every data frame (38400 chips in UTRA/FDD)
to obtain the transmit data for both antennas.
The received chips are obtained by propagating the signal
through four channels, which are characterized by their complex valued channel impulse response vectors hkl of length
hl , and added AWGN components np at each antenna p.
Therefore, the received data vector rp is given by
r1 = n1 + H11 C
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where Hkl are the a convolutional matrices describing the time
variant complex channels, C is a complex valued diagonal
matrix containing the scrambling code c on its main diagonal
and Si are the block Toeplitz spreading matrices. In these
matrices each block is one column wide and contains the
OVSF code for the i-th data stream.
For the proposed algorithm it is assumed that the received
signals rp have already passed the chip matched filter and have
been sampled at chip rate. We also assume that the channel
impulse responses hkl are known, as the channel estimation
is not part of this paper.

The structures and dimensions of the matrices for one data
frame at each antenna are clarified in Figure 2. The column
vectors hpi of Hp are assumed to be constant for at least one
symbol interval. The number of symbols m can be calculated
from the spreading factor q and the length of the scrambling
code cl .
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III. A LGORITHM
The CORDIC based multi user detector/equalizer is described in [1]. Now we will describe the derivation of the
CORDIC based MIMO STTD equalization algorithm.
We are interested in the first j users and will treat the other
users as an additional noise component. Also, we assume one
estimated channel per antenna. Hence, the received signal rp
is changed to

S̃j

Hp

sj

·d̃pj + n′p = rp

m·j
Structures of the matrices used for the calculation.

Several characteristic properties of the matrices involved in
the computation as shown in Figure 2 can be exploited to
simplify the calculation of the data symbols. In our approach
the Hp , C and S̃j matrices are multiplied to get the system
matrices Kpj of width m · j for each antenna:
Kpj = Hp CS̃j .

(5)

The structure of Kj is shown in Figure 3. The nonzero column
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and a new spreading matrix S̃j which contains the j corresponding spreading codes:
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Fig. 3. Resulting structure of the system matrix K̃j . The ∗-operator indicates
a convolution.

p
r = [r11 r12 · · · r1p r21 r22 · · · rm·j
]T ,

and one system matrix K̃j with each column vector

Now the vector rp can be rewritten as:
rp = n′ + Hp CS̃j d̃pj

m·j

q + hl − 1

vectors are calculated by convolving the channel impulse
response with the scrambled spreading code. cx denotes the
x-th code block of length q in c. As the scrambled spreading
code just has got (±1 ± i) entries the system matrix can be
build without using multiplications.
In order to incorporate all p equation systems into one, all
rp and Kpj are multiplexed into one received chip vector

sj
s1 s2

·d̃pj + n′p = rp
kpm1

Thus, we would have to solve p equation systems (one for
each antenna). To be able to apply a block processing scheme
to equalize the data, all equation systems are combined into
one. We start by deriving the systems at each antenna, and
then interleave them into one.
At first, new symbol vectors d̃pj are created, which contain
the time interleaved data symbols dpi of the first j users
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corresponding to row interleaving all Kpj matrices. It is obvious that K̃j has got a very sparse structure which can be
exploited as described in Section IV, to reduce the computational effort to solve the linear system.
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IV. I MPLEMENTATION
The detection of the estimated data symbols d̃′j can now be
performed by solving the overdetermined linear system
K̃j d̃′j

=r

T

= [d11 d12 · · · d1j d21 d22 · · · d2j · · · dmj ] .

The equation is solved in the least squares sense by a
QR-decomposition which can be implemented efficiently on
a processor array [6][7] using CORDIC processor elements
(PE) performing Givens transformations. As the structure of
K̃j is known, a direct approach is used for the calculation of
the QR decomposition. A new system matrix is build from K̃j
and r. Then the required Givens transformations are applied
only to the nonzero elements of k̃xy in K̃j . This approach is
shown in Figure 4.
K̃j

Resulting structure of the R matrix.

(6)
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Fig. 5.

j. This will help to reduce the number of operations necessary
to compute the back-substitution.
A. Subdividing the Calculation
It is obvious that K̃j can grow to a very large matrix. A
whole data frame of m · j = 2400 · 16 = 38400 symbols at
spreading factor q = 16, p = 2 antennas and a channel of
length hl = 10 would require a K̃j matrix of size 76818 ×
38400.
To overcome this problem the system K̃j d̃′j = r is subdivided into overlapping subsystems of manageable size as
shown in Figure 6 and described in [8].
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Computations for the direct solution of the linear system.

In each step one vector k̃xy is annihilated. For each annihilation of one element in kxy it is necessary to recompute two
rows of the matrix composed of K̃j and r. The last step shows
the matrix R and the vector r′ which are used to perform the
back-substitution.
The decomposition of K̃j = QR leads to a staircase like
structure of the R matrix as shown in Figure 5.
If w is equal to the maximum number of overlapping vectors
k̃xy in one row of K̃j , then b is the maximum number of
overlapping blocks b = wj in a row. The step size is equal to

The linear system is subdivided into blocks of size mb · j.
Using this method it is possible to solve the complete system
without the need to store the whole matrix which would
also involve large latency and memory needs. Overlapping
of the blocks is necessary, as the independent calculation of
the subproblems leads to higher symbol errors at the block
edges as shown in Figure 7. This method involves a certain
amount of computational overhead as the grey blocks have to
be calculated twice. The overhead can be reduced by choosing
larger block sizes mb .
For good results the overlapping factor should be chosen at
least as high as the block overlapping factor b of K̃j , due to
the implied influence on neighbouring blocks. As the columns
can be calculated independently, it is also possible to update
the channel h during the calculation of the blocks.
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CORDIC operations. Nine operations are needed for a complex MAC operation, and four for the closing division. STTD
decoding needs

Expected error function.

OPSTTD = 2 · ⌊mb /2⌋j

(9)

operations. Finally, to compute the system matrix itself,
B. STTD Decoding
The final step is the decoding of the STTD code described in
Section II. This can also be performed by just using CORDICs
in orthogonal rotation mode (Table I) as shown in Figure 8.
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CORDIC based STTD decoding.

OPSM = pmb jhl q

C. Computational Complexity
At first we will determine the number of CORDIC operations necessary to perform the QR decomposition. The
CORDIC based decomposition needs three CORDIC operations for the calculation of the complex angle at the beginning
of each row, and four for each complex rotation operation per
column. Therefore the number of operations is equal to:
OPQR =

p·(q+hl +⌊(i−1)/j⌋q−1)

mb j
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(10)

complex additions have to be performed.
If the overlap method is used for a data frame with q = 16,
mb = 8, b = 2, p = 2, j = 16 and m = 2400 about 400 blocks
have to be calculated for one frame. It is also assumed that the
channel length hl is 10. In this case the decomposition/backsubstitution/STTD decoding for each block needs 431000 ≈
(real valued) CORDIC operations and ≈ 41000 complex
additions for the creation of the system matrix. Therefore the
detection of a whole data-frame of m · j = 38400 symbols
uses
CORDIC Operations
≈ 4490
Symbol
and

The decoding must be performed on every two consecutive
symbols of each spreading code for all symbols to obtain the
decoded data symbols d̃j . As the real and imaginary parts
of the symbols can be processed in parallel, this stage just
adds one CORDIC operation in time per symbol using two
parallel CORDICs. If the overlap method is used to calculate
the symbols, the STTD decoding has to be performed just on
the used symbols of one block.

with q ≥ hl

≈ 428

Complex Additions
.
Symbol

Note that these numbers inlude descrambling, despreading
and STTD decoding. Furthermore the CORDIC based QR
decomposition can make 100% use of two parallel CORDICs.
The complexity comparison of our proposed algorithm to
other implementations is based on the numbers given in [9]
for Rake and PIC based receivers. Usually an equivalent of two
to three array multipliers for one CORDIC operation is used as
a complexity estimate. Therefore a CORDIC operation would
be equal to 2-3 operations, and a complex addition equals
two operations. Hence, our CORDIC based equalizer would
use between 9836 and 14326 operations per symbol. A Rake
based implementation (p = 2 Rakes) would need about 9000
operations per symbol.
Of course this is only a rough estimate of the computational
complexity, as the actual numbers are strongly dependent on
the implementation. But it shows that it is about the same order
as for the conventional Rake receiver, while the performance
is significantly increased as shown in Section V.
D. Hardware Platform

The equalizer is implemented on the programmable hardi+1
for ⌊(i − 1)/j⌋q ≤ i ware accelerator (called RACE) shown in Figure 9. It can
kStart =
.
be described as an algorithm specific instruction set procesp · (⌊(i − 1)/j⌋q + 1) else
(7) sor (ASIP) with a limited instruction set that is optimized
for different classes of algorithms. The accelerator contains
K̃j (x, y) denotes the corresponding matrix element in K̃j . The several processing elements (PE) in parallel that perform the
back-substitution, when performed on the CORDIC processor computations, a data RAM to store values and a configuration
(
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The RACE coprocessor.
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RAM in conjunction with a finite state machine (FSM) to
control the data flow [4].
In our case the class of algorithms is composed of matrix based algorithms that can be implemented by enhanced
CORDIC operations. For this purpose the accelerator contains
CORDIC processing elements which are based on simple shiftadd operations, but there are other PE types such as e.g. MACs
that can be used as well. The operations that can be performed,
and which are used to implement the QR decomposition of the
system matrix, are given in Table I.
TABLE I
BASIC OPERATIONS OF THE CORDIC PE.
Mode
Ortogonal
Rotation
Ortogonal
Vector
Linear
Rotation
Linear
Vector

Operation
xout = xin cos(φz ) + yin sin(φz ))
yout = −xin sin(φz ) + yin cos(φz ))
zout = zq
in
2
xout = x2in + yin
yout = 0
zout = arctan2 (xin , yin )
xout = xin
yout = −xin zin + yin
zout = zin
xout = xin
yout = 0
zout = yin /xin

For example in the “Orthogonal Rotation” mode the Cordic
rotates a two dimensional input vector a = [x y]T by an angle
φz .
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented an algorithm for a low complexity,
solely CORDIC based, linear least squares equalizer including
despreading and descrambling for MIMO WCDMA systems.
If necessary, CORDIC based STTD decoding may also be
performed. The computational complexity of the presented
algorithm can be compared to that of a Rake receiver, whereas
the simulations show a significant performance gain over the
Rake.
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Fig. 11. Software defined baseband processing for WLAN and UTRA using
the RACE coprocessor.

V. S IMULATIONS
Figure 10 shows the bit error rate for a 16-QAM based
system with q = 16, j = 16, hl = 10, p = 2, mb = 8 and
b = 2. The channels are assumed to be constant throughout
the simulation and contain four, randomly distributed, strong
taps. The estimated channel at each antenna in MIMO mode
is calculated as the mean of the transmission channels. The
Rake receiver is using four fingers.
The Figure shows that the Rake has got no chance to detect
the symbols in this case, and that the LS approach has got a
large performance gain for rising SNR values, which is further
improved by adding the second antenna.

Future work will include the comparison to other detectors
like frequency domain equalizers and the effects of using time
variant channels as described in Section IV-A.
The algorithm to calculate the FFT on a CORDIC based
architecture has been shown in [10]. Hence a MIMO WCDMA
equalizer including STTD decoding and parts of an OFDM
receiver can now be build upon solely CORDICs. This can
be used to implement a reconfigurable (software defined)
architecture for multi standard terminal digital basebands,
replacing dedicated hardware by using the RACE accelerator
(Figure 11).
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